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Editorial Preface

Nurdin Nurdin, Institut Agama Islam Negeri (IAIN) Palu

This issue (Vol. 16 issues 1) of Hunafa: Jurnal Studia Islamika offers eight articles covering topics of Islamic studies. Various issues relating to Islamic studies are presented interestingly to contribute to the body of knowledge and practices. Academia and practitioners in Islamic studies may gain insight from reading these articles.

The first article is titled “Al-Khairyat Political Kharisma” by Syamsuri Syamsuri from Department of Dakwah, Faculty of Ushuluddin, Adab, and Dakwah, Institut Agama Islam Negeri Palu. This paper discusses the roles of Al-Khairyat in politics arena within local and national level. Several political parties have come to the Alkhairyat organization to recruit political cadres in the face of general election events. Alkhairyat’s political charisma in the frame of political communication includes the participation, consolidation, and partnership of Alkhairyat politicians who spread in various political parties to win the election contestation.

The second article in the issue is titled “Bangreng as a Means of Spreading Islam” by Maylan Sofian, Cece Sobarna, Reiza D. Dienaputra, and Deni Hermawan from STKIP Sebelas April Sumberang. This paper describe Bangreng culture which was originally an example used by the Sumberang community as a medium to express gratitude for everything that Allah SWT gave to humans. But the function of art as a ritual began to shift into art as entertainment. This Bangreng art is an art that is very interesting to study because there are only a few different functions. This change does not change the name of the show. With this description, it needs to be isolated, that is, the community does not lose identity. The aim is that the public knows the function of the nation in the spread of Islam.

The third article is titled “Determinants Of Halal Product Marketing Performance In Indonesia: Confirmatory Factor Analysis Approach” by Aan Nasrullah. This paper discussed the five variables that contribute to halal product marketing which are product competition, HR marketing performance, infrastructure, amount of distribution cost, and market competition.

The fourth article is titled “Foreign Language Teaching and Information Communication Technology: Is There Opportunity for Quranic Language Teachers?” by Nuril Mufidah, Abdulganiy Abimbola Abdussalam, Aliy Abdulwahid Adebiyi from UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang and University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria. The article discusses the use of ICT in learning of Arabic. The subjects of the study were students of Arabic Language Education at UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang Indonesia 2018 academic year and students and Department of Arabic, Faculty of Arts University of Ilorin, Nigeria. The findings of the research are that ICT if adequately harnessed and utilized will go a long way in enhancing the quality of teaching of Arabic, as it was established to teaching other languages of the world.

The fifth article is by Meirizon Alizar Ali dari UIN Imam Bonjol. The article is titled “Iran Revolution, Economic Struggle and Independence under the Pressure” The article discusses
Iran economy situation after experiencing various kinds of changes in economic policy and facing various kinds of situations Iran succeeded in developing the economy without changing the basics of Islamic shari’ah principles and revolution.

The sixth article is titled “Kaisa Method in Intelligence Multiple Perspective” by Umi Salamah from PGMI, STAI Ma’had ‘Aly Al-Hikam, Malang. The article analyzed memorizing the Qur’an using the Kaisa method in the perspective of multiple intelligence. The Kaisa method is a way of memorizing the Qur’an which is oriented to memorization and understanding of the verses of the Qur’an along with their meanings through movements or kinesthetic which are adapted to the meaning of each verse so as to make it easy to understand and remember every verse of the Qur’an given.

The seventh article is titled “Mahram Implications in Women’s Travel” by Maulidah Tri Utami from Faculty UshuluddinAdab and Humaniora, IAIN Salatiga. The article discusses mahram as well as a culture of the manner in which a woman is going out of her home or is drawn. From the various resources available this article determine when a woman can compete without mahram. That is how Islam respects and cares for a woman so much that it also notices when a woman is about to travel. Not just one woman, but all Muslim have a rule if a Muslim is to compete for a long time. So, when to reply a Muslim must meet or finish what he needs before taking a sauna.

The last article is titled “Relations Between Mosque And Social History Of Islamic Education” by Choirul Mahfud, Anna Triayudha, Rateh Ninik Pramitasary, and Hermansyah Akbar Anas from Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember, Surabaya and Pascasarjana Universitas Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo. The article describe the early period of Islamic education, the Prophet provided exemplary by building and empowering mosques. The example of the Prophet continued with the Caliphs afterwards until the present era. The mosque was built by the Prophet from the Al Haram mosque located in Makkah, Quba Mosque located in Quba, Nabawi mosque located in Medina and so on. The role and function of the mosque at that time was as a place of prayer, a place of prayer, a place for discussion or deliberation, a meeting place to develop a war strategy and others related to the problems and needs of Muslims. From time to time, the role or function of the mosque has changed slightly. In essence, mosques are currently influencing the development of the social history of Islamic education in Indonesia.

I hope the articles presented in this issue add further empirical evidence to the growing body of research that examines various fields from Islam perspectives. The articles could trigger other research to study other field of study with Islam perspectives Islamic institutions in Indonesia.

Nurdin Nurdin
Editor-in-Chief
HUNAFA: Jurnal Studia Islamika
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BANGRENG AS A MEANS OF SPREADING ISLAM

Maylan Sofian¹, Cece Sojbarna², Reiza D. Dienaputra³, and Deni Hermawan⁴

¹STKIP Sebelas April, Sumedang, maylansofian55@gmail.com
²STKIP Sebelas April, Sumedang
³STKIP Sebelas April, Sumedang
⁴STKIP Sebelas April, Sumedang

Abstract: Bangreng was originally an example used by the Sumedang community as a medium to express gratitude for everything that Allah SWT gave to humans. But the function of art as a ritual began to shift into art as entertainment. This Bangreng art is an art that is very interesting to study because there are only a few different functions. This change does not change the name of the show. With this description, it needs to be isolated, that is, the community does not lose identity. The aim is that the public knows the function of the nation in the spread of Islam. The method used in this study is qualitative research design. The Bangreng as the object of the research. From this research, it is expected that it can show the Bangreng as a means of Islamic preaching medium.

Keywords: Bangreng, definition of dissemination, Islam

Kata Kunci: Bangreng, definisi diseminasi, Islam.
Introduction

Bangreng art is an art that starts from the art of flying. Flying is an art that is related to ceremonial rituals and then at the ceremony. A musical instrument that uses three pieces of bamboo instruments; Gemyung, Kendang, and Goong. The lyrics of the song are about religious songs, such as "Laillalahallah Muhamad Arrosulallah" performed repeatedly. Men carried out the singer at the time of the flying incident. With a simple music motif, it is always repeated. In this round, only the event was held. This inheritance system in the art of flying, cannot be done fairly inherited from generation to generation. Even today, the art of flying at the beginning of Bangreng is still being treated and well maintained. But there is a part of the community that does not know the function of Bangreng as a means of worship. Modern society only mentions it as art.

Many rules occur in flying shows. This is also one of the factors that lack the development of flying art or now this Bangreng art.

Theoretical review

Research ideas must have relevant information. This can make it easier for researchers to carry out the process and to avoid duplication of research, but it is also made possible by previous studies. So far, studies relating to the art of Bangreng is positively responded by people.

A literature study was conducted to trace sources related to previous studies and no research was found that was directly related to the art of North Sumatra. Based on the results of the search, data were obtained in the form of several writings that were discussed about Bangreng art. There is no theses and dissertations focusing on Bangreng, while previous research related to Bangreng art was only a research report. Therefore the author find it difficult to find data relating to the data that is carried out. The data that is close to the titles of research that will be carried out as follows.

First, the dissertation of Endang Caturwati entitled Sinden - Dancer above and beyond the Stage: Socio-Cultural Life for Penen Klining Jaipongan in Subang Region, West
Java. This research began in the 1980s known as jaipongan, the emergence of jaipongan as if reconstructing a long-extinct feature that had happened. In the early years of the 1950s to 1980s who avoided erotic movements, wiggled the hips. Despite the discussion of Islamic ritual, the study shows no Islamic ritual in the art show.

Second, Een Herdiani’s dissertation entitled Dinamika Rakyat Dance in Priangan; This dissertation is motivated by the unique diversity of people's cultural wealth in Priangan. From the peculiarities of the folk culture, there are people in it who include things that are not-not-infinite by the people. Dance writing is not an easy thing, but it can be done. Folk dance used to do life everyday in Sunda. Some of these things are in the background. In the chapter on the contents of this dissertation, there are some will be discussed first, explaining how the life of folk dance in the Priangan community from its birth embryo. Beginning with the definition of dance from various sources, and expressing art, art that has ritual dance movements such as tayub, tarawangsa, etc. Also explained about the art of ronggeng as a folk art that lives in the Priangan community. Also discussed about naming ronggeng directly in art such as ronggeng gunung, ronggeng amen, ronggeng tayub, and ronggeng kaler. In the second part describes the ronggeng as a popular folk art in the Priangan community whose birth is thought to be a ritual event inherent in the life of the priangan community. The shift in the function of art from ritual to entertainment influences the form and procedure of serving. Likewise with the imaging of the artist and of the art form itself. In this chapter explains the origin of Ronggeng from evidence such as from Pantun, Bogor. In this section also discusses the similarity of the term ronggeng in some areas such as Central Java and East Java known as ledhek, lengger, gandrung; in Bali joged and gandrung; at Madura sindur; in Bugis, and Makassar Pajogeq; in Sumatra Makyong; on the outskirts of Jakarta Cokek. Ronggeng is an interesting figure in the life of the world of folk art cannot be separated from hereditary stories that are still believed to be true by most Sundanese people. In this section explain many of the myths that occur related to ronggeng. Explain about the existence of ronggeng in Mt. Sanggabuana, Karawang. The third part discusses the transformation of the art of ronggeng into ketuktilu which emerges from various aspects, from the

---

2 Een Herdiani. Dinamika Tari Rakyat di Priangan. (Disertasi, Universitas Padjadjaran, 2012)
beginning tap tilu as a ritual art. The art presented in a ceremony is not identical to the ceremony itself but its presence as a medium. In the tilu tap presentation there are elements that are quite prominent, namely spontaneity, vulgarity, and humorous both motion and song lyrics. Tap tilu is better known by the public as an art that functions as entertainment or association. The fourth section examines a new genre that emerged as a result of artists' creativity from the wealth of folk dance in Priangan, the birth of Jaipongan. This section tells about Gugum Gumbira as the initiator of Jaipongan. And discussing about the change of art from entertainment to show. The problems that occur in this dissertation do not represent the art or folk dance in Priangan, here are only limited to the development of ronggeng, so that many other folk dances are not discussed, because the core of this dissertation is seen as social change from ritual, to entertainment to became a show in the art of ronggeng that appeared clearly. This dissertation has many contributions including, in the art of bangreng, there is also the term ronggeng, so that there are many inputs in discussing Ronggeng, and can see whether it has the similarity between ronggeng and bangreng as discussed in this dissertation. This dissertation discusses the historical art of ronggeng and the dynamics of ronggeng art change both from functions ranging from rituals, entertainment and performances, as well as naming changes from the art of ronggeng to ketuktilu and Jaipongan. While what will be discussed by the author is about the art of bangreng and the life of the community of the art of bangreng which causes this art to survive.

Third, Anis Sujana's book entitled Politics of the Body of Signs and the Meaning of Sinden at the Stage Bajidoran. This book contains Sinden Bajidoran, the name derived from the sinden performances in bajidoran. The name Sinden is another term of wayang golek in Kliningan which is a refinement of the word ronggeng. In Bajidoran, the name Sinden Bajidoran is raised as a substitute term for Ronggeng. There are two group in the performances, singers and dance interpreters. So in bajidoran there are 10-12 bajidoran sinden, which are divided into Sinden Bajidoran dancers, singers, and some who do both of them. Sinden Bajidoran who served as dancers are usually around 17-30 years old and could be girls and widows, while for sinden bajidor as singers are usually married, the

---

sinden group leaders commonly the wife of the leader. This book also discusses sinden from the comparison of four bajidor groups in Karawang, in terms of costume, and the addition of body curves to the foam carried out by each bajaran.

In this book, it is explained that the management of the female body of women's entertainment performances in all spaces and at all times has the same pattern. This pattern is reflected in aspects of its formation that are partly natural, some are engineered with types of false signs and lies. In the realm of clothing, it is tightly designed so that the curves and puffs of the body are clearly visible. Sometimes the size is minimal, so that part of the body looks naked. Likewise in a more nimble and erotic movement, and the others discussed are traditional good make up using natural materials until at this time become the most important part for sinden bajidoran. Such as in body management on how to be fit when sitting with a cute face with rancingeus gestures, tangginas, and Someah language. Including discussing body posture, where the upper part must be slender, which is rather contained is referred to as demplon, denok etc., and while for the lower part with the term campermik. The difference between this research and what the writer will do is, in this study only discuss the problems related to sinden bajidoran, while what the writer will do is about bangreng art, which includes the dynamics of social change in the bangreng art community. So that the discussion that is carried out is not only the content of the book, sinden, but what is the social life of nayaga, ronggeng, even the people who enjoy the art of bangreng.

Fourth, the book of Ardawati Durban Ardjo entitled Sundanese Dance Year 1940-1965 this book contains the development of Sundanese dance from 1940-1965 that emerged from the dance figure Rd. Tjetje Somantri and Tb Oemay Martakusuma, so that folk art is not much discussed in this book. The similarity with the research that will be carried out is that both dance art originating in Sunda, but the difference in this book only discusses the classical Sundanese dance that develops in the masses while bangreng art is a Sundanese art that develops in society or better known as folk art.4

Fifth, the Epon Ningrum’s Journal entitled Dynamics of Traditional Communities in Kampung Naga in Tasikmalaya Regency this journal contains the

---

dynamics of the people of Naga village who are still contaminated by customs. However, there has been changes in the dynamics of society in technology, livelihoods, income and ownership of living facilities. The similarity with the research that will be carried out is that both discuss about the dynamics of social change that occur, but the difference is found in the object being studied, in this book discusses the dragon village, while the research will be conducted more on the art of bangreng as a medium of Islamic preaching.

The sixth, Yuyus Rustandi’s Journal entitled jaipongan Influence on bangreng Art is a journal about the influence of jaipongan on bangreng art. The influence of jaipongan in bangreng art can be seen from the changes in dance movements in bangreng performances. The changes occur in the dance movements such as the motions of wave motion, rubber tires, banyu waves, egrets, and gober. Influence in terms of karawitan is the addition of jaipongan musical instruments to the art of bangreng. The similarity with researcher is that they both discuss the art of bangreng, in this journal explore to the insight of jaipongan writers as one of the factors in the change of Bangreng. The difference of this research, it is focused on the influence of jaipongan on the origins of bangreng art while the research that will be conducted by the researchers discusses in more detail the beginning of bangreng art as a means of Islamic preaching.

None of these theoretical studies show that this study links art with ritual. Where art is one of the products of cultural results carried out by a group of people.

Research Methods

According to Creswell, there are three types of research that can be presented, namely qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods. In accordance with what Creswell defined about Qualitative Research as a method for exploring and understanding the meaning. This research is understanding and exploring the

---

8 Ibid, 3
performance of bangreng art. This is reinforced by the Moleong’s opinion that qualitative research requires more guidance in the direction of substantive theory development based on data.⁹

The purpose of this study is to understand a model of preservation of traditional art through the art of bangreng. To be able to explore all the data needed, Creswell discusses five approaches that can be applied in qualitative research including Narrative Study, Phenomenology, Grounded Theory, Ethnography and Case Study.¹⁰ This research focuses about the descriptions of bangreng art’s development in Sumedang Regency, the discussion carried out by researchers in this study is about ritual activities, community behavior and activities concerning the art of bangreng. The approach taken is ethnographic approach. Ethnographic research is meaningful to build a systematic understanding of all human cultures from perspective that have studied culture. Ethnographic case studies involve the use of more specialized observations, participant observations accompanied by unstructured interviews. Ethnographic researchers are deeply involved, better known as observer participants with the aim of understanding the social situation of the places that are used as the object of the study. Observations about society are the biggest part of this approach.

Overall the strength of this research relies on a qualitative paradigm with an ethnographic approach. More emphasis on this qualitative paradigm is caused by several assumptions, including:

The assumptions above shows that for qualitative researchers on ontological questions where reality is a situation created by individuals involved in research, dual reality usually arises. In an epistemological statement the relationships commonly carried out in research usually occur in the form of living together while observing informants within a certain period of time. In an axiological question, researchers report the values that occur in the field. In the rhetorical question, there was the development of language from data sources that had different grammar from researchers. Likewise in methodological questions there will definitely be a research process.

---

¹⁰ John W. Cresswell, Op.Cit, 94
The method will describe the data in the field as an illustration of the dynamics of changes in bangreng art textually and contextually. In an effort to understand the dynamics of the change in bangreng art, direct observations were made to the locations of regions that had bangreng art and the dynamics of the change in bangreng art could be carried out through structuralism and semiotic theories. Structural theory sees cultural symptoms as a structure while semiotic theory sees culture as a sign system.11

The steps taken are through (1) direct observation to the field of the origin of the traditional art tradition; (2) the form and structure of the performance of bangreng art; (3) the dynamics of changes in bangreng art textually and contextually from time to time; (4) the connection between the change in the art of bangreng and the life of the community supporting the art of bangreng in Situraja.

Data Types

Data collected through qualitative data, both primary and secondary data. In the process of completing the qualitative data, the relevant quantitative data types are collected with various other data that can support the explanation of qualitative data.

Qualitative data used in the study prioritize the form of 'what', 'why', and 'how' questions which are then explained as carefully as possible in an effort to obtain quality results. Strength in this research is interpreting, understanding, interpreting, and analyzing to get optimal research results on the dynamic changes in bangreng art textually and contextually in the Situraja Sumedang Community.

Data Collection Techniques

The essence of a research is looking for data that will be interpreted and analyzed. The data needed in this study are primary data and secondary data. Primary data is information data originating directly from the resource person in the form of words and actions, while secondary data is data in the form of documents from various sources, agencies, related sources and independent researchers. Primary data was obtained from Situraja community members who were often involved in the art of bangreng either as actors, spectators and traders from a long time ago. Secondary data

is obtained through the village office or government offices related to the topics discussed, as well as from the results of previous researchers.

Data collection techniques in this study were divided into three ways, namely observation, interviews, and document study.

**Observation**

One of the data collection techniques that researchers use in reviewing the dynamics of social change in bangreng art in Sumedang Regency is to use observation. This observation activity was carried out to make observations of all people involved in bangreng art activities, both players, spectators, and traders involved in the art of bangreng. In this activity researchers conducted observations of community actions and behaviors, as well as social interactions carried out from various roles in the performance of bangreng arts. In this observation the researcher was also involved as an observer participant.

**Interview**

Data regarding offerings in bangreng, sinden or ronggeng art performances and saweran culture in bangreng art and others cannot be explored only by observation. There should be another technique to complete and enrich the findings in the study, in that case interviews need to be done. The purpose of the interview was to find out what was contained in the mind and heart of the interviewee. In this study interviews will be conducted in several groups including the leaders of the bangreng art group, the artists involved, the owners of the riots and the figures involved in the art of bangreng.

**Document Study**

In qualitative studies, document studies cannot be abandoned, because they are very helpful in completing data and checking the truth. The documentation study referred to in qualitative research is generally a technique that is carried out through the collection of written documents, for example personal records, reports, correspondence, agendas, or other records which are evidence of the implementation of a process or activity that has occurred. In this study, documents that will be collected in the form of personal notes, audio, audio visual and other data owned by the community owners and actors of the arts in Situraja, Sumedang Regency.
Research Data Analysis

In data analysis, data will be presented in a form that is easy to read, understand and interpret. Data analysis aims to obtain answers to the research problems that have been proposed. Data analysis is carried out based on the approach and type of research used. Descriptive data obtained is then processed qualitatively. This data analysis can be done through data reduction, data presentation and conclusion drawing that was previously carried out by data collection and data verification.

The data analysis plan that will be carried out is by processing qualitative data. After the data has been collected, either in the form of notes, records or other forms, the data is revealed in detail. The researcher tries to analyze the data with the following steps:

a. Classify each theme, according to the pattern of data from the results of the study.

b. Adjust and compare data between field results and literature in the form of theory and resource persons to support a number of conclusions.

c. Describe the results of research that has undergone a process of processing.

d. Analyze data based on research problems.

Data analysis activities that will be carried out by researchers are through raw data descriptions, reduction and triangulation. Data description activities are important to know data that has been successfully collected during research activities. After describing existing data, the next process is to reduce existing data. By reducing this data, it is hoped that it will get an overview of important data that is related and needed in research. Meanwhile triangulation is needed to compare data from interviews with several informants, observations, and literature studies. Then the researcher will do data grouping based on the focus of the study. To get a picture of getting a clear and in-depth picture, the researchers conducted data validation and verification activities.

Bangreng Art as a Means of Spreading Islam
Flying is an art that is related to ritual ceremonies usually used in the ceremony. The musical instrument used uses three pieces of gemyung, kendang, goong from bamboo. The lyrics of the song are about religious songs, such as saying “La ilaha illa Allah Muhammadur Rasulullah” done
repeatedly. Men did the singing at the time of the flying performance. With a simple music motif, it is always repeated. In this flying show, it is only done on the show. This inheritance system in flying art is not done arbitrarily but is inherited from generation to generation. Even so, until now the art of flying is still well maintained.

This flying show is a ritual performance, because it has always repetitive characteristics both music and music in one song. The duration in one song is very diverse and relatively long. This activity can be said to be the spread of Islam because the song that is sung is a rumpaka, which is related to Islam such as “La ilaha illa Allah Muhammadurrasulullah” and in a gesture of the majesty of Allah SWT and the prophet Muhammad.

Flying shows, they are dancers, usually the dancing guests do the twisting. While reading the prayers sung by musicians. His mother has been there since the beginning of the flight, it was only danced by men. The dance is always circling and going around.

From the dance and flying music, we can see that this is the art that spread Islam at that time, because it shows the nuances of Islamic teachings as practiced by Muslims when performing the pilgrimage which must carry out tawaf. Traveling around and repetitive music while backing shalawat shows the ritual position like tawaf in Mecca.

Conclusion

That this flying show is a form of Islamic religious rituals in which this performance in bangreng art shows the spiritual existence between dancers and the creator through flying art media
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